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Abstract
We consider an internal space of two discrete points in the fth dimension of the
Kaluza-Klein theory by using the formalism of noncommutative geometry developed
in a previous paper [1] of a spacetime supplemented by two discrete points. With the
nonvanishing internal torsion 2-form there are no constraints implied on the vielbeins.
The theory contains a pair of tensor, a pair of vector and a pair of scalar elds. Using
the generalized Cartan structure equation we are able not only to determine uniquely
the hermitian and metric compatible connection 1-forms, but also the nonvanishing
internal torsion 2-form in terms of vielbeins. The resulting action has a rich and
complex structure, a particular feature being the existence of massive modes. Thus
the nonvanishing internal torsion generates a Kaluza-Klein type model with zero and
massive modes.
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1 Introduction
It is generally believed that our current description of spacetime underlying both clas-
sical physics as well as quantum eld theories is unsatisfactory and inadequate to deal
with the description of phenomena at short distances. One is seeking a mathematical
formalism that provides a quantum description of natural phenomena that, a priori,
does not speak about spacetime in its basic formulation, but spacetime of classical
physics as well as quantum eld theories emerges in certain limiting regimes- just as
classical behaviour of quantum systems can emerge in certain limiting regimes [2]. The
recent proposal of Connes [3] and the so called noncommutative geometry (NCG) ap-
pears very promising towards the achievement of such a goal. It has given rise to the
description of the Standard Model [4] with new insights as regards spontaneous sym-
metry breaking and quark and lepton masses. It is natural to ask whether and how
the classical general relativity ts into the scheme of NCG.
The rst step in answering this question was taken by Chamseddine et al [5], whose
starting point was an abstract two-sheeted continuum that could be considered as the
direct product of a single spacetime continuum and two discrete points. This led to
gravity coupled to a Brans-Dicke scalar eld. The scalar eld can be interpreted as the
distance between the two sheets
z
.
Similarly, it is always extremely tempting to give geometrical meaning to other
physical elds. Thus, in the traditional Kaluza-Klein theory massless tensor, vector
and scalar elds together with their massive excitations appear as result of extending
the physical four-dimensional spacetime by an additional continuous fth dimension.
z
More recently, other authors using dierent approaches have obtained essentially the same result.
See Ref.[1] for references to related work .
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Unfortunately, the massive modes are innite in number. In a previous paper [1], we
have developed the formalism for a discretized version of Kaluza-Klein theory within
the framework of NCG. The starting point, as in Ref.[5], is an extended spacetime that
includes two discrete points of the continuous internal fth dimension of the Kaluza-
Klein theory. We presented a generalization of the usual Riemannian geometry in the
new context that demanded a vielbein consisting, to begin with, a pair of tensor, a
pair of vector and a pair of scalar elds. Following the usual steps in building a theory
of gravitation with the new geometry, we imposed torsion free, metric compatibility
conditions on the connection 1-forms from which we constructed the action through
the Ricci scalar curvature. We found that the imposed conditions altered the eld
content of the theory in a dramatic way, requiring in addition to the tensor, vector and
scalar elds, new dilaton-like dynamical elds. The connection 1-forms and hence the
Ricci scalar curvature were determined uniquely in terms of these elds. The resulting
action provided a rich structure that lent itself to intriguing interpretations. One of
the dilaton elds, for instance, could give rise to masses and cosmological constant.
Moreover by imposing a reality condition on the vielbein 1-forms we could make the
dilaton elds disappear leading to the zero-mode sector of the Kaluza-Klein theory as
in Ref.[6]. The previous NCG models that contain gravity coupled to the Brans-Dicke
scalar can be considered as a particular case when the vector eld is set to zero.
While these interpretations are interesting in themselves to merit further study,
we seek in this paper a formulation that does not alter the initial eld content of
the theory of two independent tensor, vector and scalar elds. From the viewpoint
of the underlying mathematical framework of NCG, this is a reasonable requirement:
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the vielbein 1-forms should be free of constraints, retaining their most general form.
The problem is how to achieve this. Now for physical reasons, it is necessary that
we impose the metric compatibility condition. We recall that in the ordinary Cartan-
Riemannian geometry the vanishing of torsion yields unique connection 1-forms in
terms of the metric coecients and their derivatives. Non-vanishing torsion requires
additional information besides the metric. In our formulation, we nd a way to avoid
this situation. We impose a reality condition on the connection 1-forms and release
the strict torsion free condition. In order to keep as close as possible to the usual
Riemannian geometry, we assume that the usual spacetime indexed torsion 2-forms do
vanish. However, we do not assume that the discrete internal space indexed torsion
2-form vanishes. This results in the unique determination of the related connection 1-
forms. As we shall see, the nonvanishing internal torsion 2-form can be also determined
in terms of the given vielbeins. This way we have an action that describes the general
eld content that we started with initially. The most remarkable result is that this
discrete version of Kaluza-Klein theory contains a nite number of massive modes.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we will review briey the basic
formalism and give the necessary formulas in order to make this paper self-contained.
In Sect.3, we discuss how we compute the connection 1-forms, internal torsion and the
Ricci scalar curvature. In Sect.4, we present the general structure of the action and
consider special cases. The nal section is devoted to a summary and conclusions.
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2 Two-point internal space and vielbein
2.1 Algebra of smooth functions and generalized derivatives
We consider a physical space-time manifoldM extended by a discrete internal space of
two points to which we assign a Z
2
-algebraic structure. With this extended space-time,
the customary algebra of smooth functions C
1





(M) and any generalized function F 2 A can be written as





where e; r 2 Z
2
= fe; r j e
2
= e ; r
2
= e ; er = re = r g. We adopt a 2  2 matrix













































In this paper we will use small letters to denote the quantities of ordinary geometry
and capital letters for generalized quantities of NCG.
With the algebra A of smooth functions, we have what we may consider as the







(M). To build the corre-
sponding generalized higher forms, we need an exterior derivative or the Dirac operator
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D [3, 4] in the language of NCG. For this purpose, as in Ref.[1], let us dene derivatives
D
N




















wherem is a parameter with dimension of mass. We specify the action of the derivatives
on the 0-form elements as given by
D
N
(F ) = [D
N
; F ] ; N = ; 5 ; (2.6)

































are in general 22 matrices that form a basis of the generalized 1-forms. They are
direct generalizations of the dierential elements. When spacetime becomes curved, as
in general relativity (GR),DX
M
denote a generalized curvi-linear dierential elements.
Their concrete form can be given in a concrete basis. The explicit form of DX
M
in the
orthonormal basis will be given in the next subsection.
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2.2 General and orthonormal basis of 1-forms
The possible metric structure is guaranteed by the existence of a local orthonormal ba-
sis: the vielbein E
A
. Analogously to GR, if we work in the locally at basis the vielbein
E
A
can be chosen to be orthonormal. In Ref.[1], we chose a diagonal representation






to construct generalized one- and higher
forms in analogy with the usual Riemannian geometry. However, it is more convenient




5) are diagonal. Locally,
E
A























is some ordinary vierbein 1-forms and  is some hermitian Cliord element
x
.










In the orthonormal and locally at basis E
A
, the curvi-linear dierential elements
DX
M
are in general not diagonal any more. Conversely, we can choose to work in
the representation in which DX
M
are diagonal. Then E
A
is not diagonal anymore
as discussed in Ref.[1]. Both basis span the space of generalized 1-forms; hence an
x
Completely, in analogy with GR, we can represent e
a




as in the spinorial representation of Connes-Lott model.( This representation is used widely
in literature. See for example [3, 4, 5] for details. However, in our formalism the two sheets are not
necessarily the ones of dierent chiralities. Hence  in general will be kept as an abstract Cliord
element).
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themselves are also 1-forms, we can express them in






























































































( We use a
_
5 index in the orthonormal basis to distinguish it from the index 5 in the





























Now we can derive the transformation rules for the components of an arbitrary





































































































































































































































































where we have redened A



















































In the orthonormal basis, we have chosen E
A
to be hermitian, the general 1-forms




Following Ref.[1, 6], we dene the metric G as the sesquilinear inner product of two
1-forms U and V satisfying
< U F ; V G > = F < U ; V > G ;
< U 
R ; V 
 S > = R
y
< U ; V > S; (2.21)













= signature(   ; + + + + ).







































































































; i = 1; 2 are the metric tensors on the two sheets.
In passing we note that the components of the metric tensor are identical in form
with those in the 5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory except that in the present case,
the usual continuous x
5
-dependence is replaced by the matrix form.
3 Connection, torsion and curvature
3.1 Hermitian and metric compatible connection 1-forms























Together with the metric compatibility condition (3.1) the reality condition implies the
following conditions on the components 

ABC













































































= 0 : (3.3)
That is to say, the reality condition (3.2) requires that the internal indexed com-
ponents of the connection 1-forms are ordinary functions.
3.2 The rst structure equation and torsion 2-forms














In Ref.[1], we had assumed T
A
= 0 (A = a;
_
5) to determine the connection 
. As
noted before, we were lead to a theory with a tensor, vector and scalar elds and also

















In other words, the torsion 2-forms involving the external physical spacetime index
vanish while the torsion 2-form involving the internal index
_
5 as in Eq.(3.5) does not








in terms of the vielbeins.
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Using the general formula (2.19), it is straightforward to compute the exterior
derivatives DE
A
needed to calculate 

ABC















































































































































































































which in conjunction with Eqs.(3.6) determines 

abc
in terms of vielbeins.




















































































The nal results are as follows :












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3 Second structure equation, curvature and the action














It is straightforward to use the expressions for the connection 1-forms given in Eq.(3.12)
to compute the components R
ABCD
of the curvature 2-forms. We recall from Ref.[1]









After a lengthy but straightforward calculation we obtain the nal expression of the









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































are the ordinary Ricci scalar curvatures on the rst and second copies of
spacetime, respectively.
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 detjGj 1; (3.21)




















































=m and G is the Newton constant.





















. Since the full expression for the Ricci scalar curva-
ture R in Eqs.(3.15)-(3.18) is obviously extremely complex, here we will concentrate
on the massive modes in our model. We will concentrate on the gravity sector rst.
4.1 Gravity and massive tensor eld
To nd the mass content of the tensor eld we consider the part of the action that





















































































From the terms proportional to m
2






are not the elds
corresponding to mass eigenstates since their products appear in these terms giving












































represents the massive tensor eld.
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With this in mind, we nd two possibilities for identifying the massive elds:
i) If we choose e

+a
as the vielbein for the metric that represents gravity, we nd














give a cosmological constant. In the case we are considering, these terms and
the constant term cancel and consequently there is no cosmological constant. Further
we note that, in the vacuum e
+
is a physical eld as e
 







ii) If we choose e

 a
as the vielbein for the gravity metric. The same terms that give
a mass to e

 a




terms in pure e
a
+
and the constant terms do not cancel, there is a cosmological constant
in this case. In vacuum, e
a
+






. The mass term for e

+a








. There are also quartic terms in e

+a
. It would be interesting to see
whether this negative mass terms lead to spontaneous symmetry breaking patters.
In the two limiting cases, when the massive tensor eld is set to zero we have the
usual Einstein theory with the vielbein e

 a




with a cosmological constant.
Now we will consider the mass terms of the vector and scalar elds with the above
two choices.
4.2 Mass terms of vector and scalar elds
At classical level the tensor elds do not alter the mass terms of vector and scalar elds.













r. After inserting the particular E

a









: There is no mass terms for the scalar elds. However, the mass term
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). This means that in this case
a
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Note that in vacuum '
+
= 1. Therefore '
 
is the physical mode while we have to
expand '
+
in terms of the physical eld  as follows:
'
+
= 2exp( ) ; (4.5)
where in vacuum  ! 0.


















case are negative. It would be interesting to include the quartic terms to see whether
these negative mass terms lead to some spontaneous symmetry breaking patterns. The
quartic potential for vector elds are already there in Eq.(3.18). To have the quartic
potential for the scalar eld, however, one has to modify the wedge product of forms
in Eq.(2.11). Such modications will be discussed elsewhere.
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5 Summary and Conclusions:
We have in the previous papers [1, 6] developed a discretized version of Kaluza-Klein
theory by replacing the continuous fth dimension by two discrete points. In the
language of NCG, we may speak of two copies of spacetime instead of an innite
number of them in the standard Kaluza-Klein theory ( For every internal point in the
fth dimension we have a four-dimensional spacetime). The geometry of the extended
spacetime permitted us to introduce a generalized vielbein consisting of a pair of tensor,
a pair of vector and a pair of scalar elds. When we imposed the standard metric
compatibility and torsion free conditions to determine the connection 1-form, we found
constraints on the vielbeins in the form of dynamical dilaton elds that implied new
and interesting consequences.
In the present paper we have pursued the investigation further to see whether we can
eliminate the constraints on the vielbeins by relaxing the torsion free condition. In order
to remain as close to the Riemannian geometry as possible, we still require that the
torsion 2-forms corresponding to the physical spacetime do vanish. However, by making
an ansatz about torsion 2-form corresponding to the internal space, we determine
uniquely not only all the connection 1-form coecients, but also the nonvanishing
torsion components in terms of the assumed vielbeins. This is in contrast to the
usual Riemannian geometry where nonvanishing torsion does not lead to a unique
determination of the connection coecients.
With the unique determination of the connection coecients, we obtain a La-
grangian and an action that has a rich and complex structure with interacting tensor,




, each consisting of
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are massive elds while the scalar elds and
a
+
are massless. There is no cosmological constant in this case. In the second case,
there is a cosmological constant and negative mass terms for tensor, vector and scalar
elds.
In conclusion, we like to observe that our discretized version of Kaluza-Klein the-
ory within the framework of NCG demonstrates an extremely promising approach to
internal structure of elementary particles. If the internal space is discrete, one obtains
only a nite number of massive modes and thus avoids the problem of innite num-
ber of massive modes and of the necessity of truncation. In addition to having mass,
the elds have interactions proportional to the mass parameter m and the Newton
constant G.It is extremely interesting to explore the consequences of such theory on
gravity. The highly correlated interactions also suggest strong quantum implications
that are fascinating to study.
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